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From the Battlefield to the Classroom
One Student Reflects Back to His Time in
Iraq and How It Still Affects His Life
out to make friends with
locals in an effort to build
trust-filled relationships. The
You may have seen him purpose was to make Iraqi
walking around AASU in his citizens feel comfortable so
BDUs. ROTC Cadet Christer that they would share what
Lopez, Charlie Company 1st they know, said Lopez.
Lopez said that "[The lo
Sgt is training to be an officer
cals] have better eyes and
in the US Army.
Dedication. Discipline. Re ears within the community
spect. "There isa senseof being than we did. It worked out a
part of something bigger than lot for us."
He noted that preparation
yourself... people will come up
to you and thank youfor getting for deployment to Iraq has
rid of Saddam, asif you person changed since 2003.
"I went over during the
ally toppled the regime. You
invasion
and we didn't know
feel so humbled by the mag
nitude of ev erything going on what to expect. Now they
around you. There is no other have new battle drills and a
new report format for IEDs
job like it," said Lopez.
Lopez joined the Army in (Improvised Explosive De
1998 and was in Iraq for six vise—roadside bombs). IED
terminology didn't even exist
months in 2003. He can still
talk for hours about his experi when I went. Now they train
ences there: "Iraq wastowards people that aren't usually in
the end of my enlistment. I combat in case of ambush.
didn't think much about [go My friends who have gone
ing to Iraq]. It was my job, so over recently know what they
are up against. Everyone gets
I was going to do it."
His MOS (Military Occupa a crash course in what its like
tional Specialty) was Combat over there."
Morale is also on the rise,
Engineer. In America, he
trained in demolitions—land . said the ROTC Cadet:
"The Army is doingmore for
mine warfare and clearing
road obstacles so that tanks morale there. Now they have
could easily pass. Active duty pools, movie theatres, cable
TV, the Internet and all kinds
in Iraq brought a new role.
"When we first got there we of great stuff. When I was
were responsible for blowing over there it was a mix. It's
up all of their ammunition and the same way in peace time.
stuff their army had. We did There are people who joined
a lot of crowd control. We did [the Army] that don't really
a lot of police stuff—enforcing want to be there. Overall,
gasoline rations. After that, there is an underlying sense
we did a lot of pa trolling and
LOPEZ| Page 2
raids," Lopez said.
In the daytime, soldiers went
Rachael Hartman
Staff Writer

ERIK 0'BRIEN|Photo Editor

ROTC Cadet Christer Lopez.

The Student Government Association Gears Up for a Promising Year
ing and an increase in access to
new technology.
The SGA is wor king closely
with Aramark Food Company
and Jim Thompson, director of

Food Services at AASU, to find
ways t o improve food quality.
On-Campus Housing is a fairly
new addition to the campus.
Erik Reid, SGA president, said

he is encouraged by the way
"the housing staff works very
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that represents the student
body is geared up for the new
academic year with an agenda
The SGA, a student-run, stu that includes issues such as
dent-elected organization food service, on-campus hous

Leighann Parrish

Staff Writer

SGA | Page 2
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of professionalism throughout
the Army."
Lopez recalls daily life in
Iraq:
"Boredom. [We were always]
trying to find stupid ways to
keep entertained. We all drew
tattoos we wanted to get when
we came back. I read a couple
of books. In Kuwait my vehicle
burned up—it had all of my
books and CDs. I had to write
home on an MRE cardboard,
'Mom send me paper'. There
were no stores that I could go
buy anything [in]."
The heat was unbearable,
Lopez said. "The average tem
perature was 120 degrees."
It is important to find secu
rity within the war zone. Lopez
said, "I wouldn't say [there was
a sense of] constant danger, but
whenever we left camp to go on
raids or patrols, especially on
raids, the adrenaline was defi
nitely kickin'... We were defi
nitely more aware and alert. At
the camp we developed a sense
of safety, and even downtown
Baqubah, there was a building
called the CMOC (Civil-Mili
tary Operations Center) that
we would feel safe at. I'd walk
around without my body armor
even though it got rocketed and
had grenades thrown at it all
the time. You have to develop
a sense of security or you'd go
crazy."
When asked about the deaths
of Iraqi citizens, he said: "If its
innocent people it's just like in
nocent people anywhere. But if
it's a guy who just tried to shoot
you, you're a little apathetic to
wards that. It is sad to see inno
cent people get caught. Soldiers
for the most part feel bad when
someone innocent gets hurt or
killed. Soldiers are just normal
people like everyone else."
Stepping back into American
civilian life is not easy after liv
ing in Iraq. "Even now when
I'm driving I dodge piles of
trash on the road. At first I had
a hard time in crowds—even go

September 14
2:30-4:30
2:30-5pm
7-12am

Administrative Council Meeting
CIT Training
Sci-Fi Gaming

September 15
7-5pm
10-2pm
11:30 am
12-1:25 pm
7:30-9pm

CIT Training
Constitution Day Celebration
EU Ambassador John Bruton Press Conference
Scholarship of Teaching Round Table
Masquers Alumni Performance

September 16
7:30-9pm

Masquers Alumni Performance

September 17
3-4:30pm

Masquers Alumni Performance

September 18
12-1:20 pm
12-1:20 pm
12:10-1:30
6-9pm

SGA Meeting
Wesley Fellowship Luncheon
Faculty Meeting
Masquers Antigone Auditions

September 19
3-3:30pm
6-9pm
6-9pm
7-11:55pm

Council of Deans
House Calls
Masquers Antigone Auditions
Sci-Fi Fantasy Club Meeting and Gaming

September 20
9-2:30pm
12-1:30pm
12-lpm
12-1:30pm
3-4:30pm
5-6pm
6-9pm
8-9:30pm

Phi Alpha Delta
EASE Luncheon
Honors General Meeting
Professional Laboratory Exp
University Curriculum Committee
Professional Laboratory Exp
Gospel Choir Rehearsal
Improve Asylum presented by CUB

September 21
6-8pm
7-11:55pm

Phi Alpha Delta
Sci-Fi Fantasy Gaming

For more information, visit www.armstrong.edu

SGA | From Page 1

closely with SGA and has
always been open to our sug
gestions."
Technology is constantly
changing and growing, so
SGA plans on increasing ac
cess to that new technology
for students by improving
computer labs, granting ac
cess to wireless internet and
providing laser printers.
"SGA is more than the
high school student govern
ment which plans proms,"

Reid said. AASU is a grow
ing campus, and the SGA has
become a vital component to
that growth, Reid said.
Over the past several years
Armstrong has seen changes
as a direct result of student
leadership.
"My experience has helped
me see the power of student
leaders on campus and how
those changes can occur," the
president said.
Student input is imperative
to the success of the SGA.
Students are encouraged to
bring any issue, problem or

LOPEZ | From Page 1

ing to the mall I had to force
myself to stay there. You just
don't feelsafe in a crowd. You
know rationally that nothings
going to happen, but you just
feel unsafe. It's different
when I'm by myself. Over
there when you're in a crowd
of people you feel a sense of
safety when you're with y0ur
buddies that you have trained
with and you know they can
defend themselves. Here
you're taken away from that
group," Lopez said.
Serving your country in Iraq
is a mind-altering experience.
"I definitely havea greater ap
preciation forlife. I was never
like this before. I didn't take
stuff for granted, but I didn't
appreciate everything I had.
Iraq was a bigwake up. Every
weekend I called everyone of
my friends and family,even if
I have nothing to say...When
you go over there you realize
how fragile all this stuff re
ally is. [Also] I'm a little less
sensitive to other people's
problems. I don't have a lot
of patience for people who
take things for granted and
don't appreciate what they
have," Lopez said.
He can see himself
headed back to the Middle
East, though. He said, "It
depends on what I end up
doing in the Army as an of
ficer. Most likely I'll go to
Afghanistan or Iraq. I've got
it in my head that I will have
to go again at some point. I
don't want to go, but I'm not
going to avoid going."
After all of his experiences,
Lopez is still "a go" for the
US Army.
"One friend described it
the best: 'When I go home
at night I tell myself I have
one of the hardest jobs in
the world and I'm doing it.'
For better or worse, you are
willing to give up everything
going on in your life to be
part of something bigger
than yourself."

|

idea to their attention. Meet
ings are held every Monday
at noon in the Science Cen
ter, room 1405. Students
can contact President Reid at
erikreid2002@yahoo.com
The SGA also has a separate
programming branch called the
Campus Union Board (CUB).
This particular segment handles
events hosted by the SGA and
AASU. CUB meets each Friday
rrt noon in the Student Activities
conference room in the cafete
ria. Students are encouraged
to attend and present ideas for
potential AASU events.

CORRECTIONS
From September 7, 2006
The date in the "Armed Robbery on Campus"
was not Tuesday, August 22. It was Wednesday
August 23.
The Salsa picture on page 7 was not taken by
Erik O Brien. It was taken by Luciana Carneiro.
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ERIK 0'BRIEN|Photo Editor

Excercise equipment in a spacious excerise class room.

New Recreational Center Provides Students with
more Options on how to Stay in Shape
Alison Cash
Staff Writer

The new recreational cen
ter is a hot spot for students,
faculty and staff to get a great
workout since the grand open
ing on August 16, 2006.
Located between the aquatic
center and the science building,
the new recreational center
contains ten treadmills, eight
stationary bikes, eightelliptical
machines, two row machines,
brand new free-weights and
fitness equipment.
Derek Ray is pleased with
the changes: "I really like the

new gym because there is twice
the amount of room and equip
ment, and the hours are much
better than what they used to
be, but they could use more
mirrors and a lat machine,"
the senior said.
There are other amenities that
add to the students' comfort
during their workout.
"It's nice that there are ceil
ing fans and personal fans on
the machines to keep me cool
while I work out," Erin Cash,an
education major, said.
The new recreational center
is equipped with two courts

for those interested in playing
basketball, volleyball or indoor
soccer. Unlike the oldgym, stu
dents can now rent equipment
such as basketballs, volleyballs
and exercise/yoga balls with a
new student ID.
There are lockersfor men and
women available for up to 24
hours to store personal items
and clothing. A cycling room
with stationary bikes is also
available along with an ad
ditional exercise room where
instructors hold fitness classes
six days a week.
There are nine different

free fitness classes to choose
from between Monday and
Friday: aerobics, kickboxing,
hip-hop aerobics, cycling, abs,
beginner's aerobics,an exercise
video class and yoga classes.
"There are a variety of free
classes offered to the students
if you want morethan the ellip
tical machine or free-weights,"
Ashley Brown, a recreation as
sistant, said. The fitness classes
run from 6:30 am - 7 pm on
Mondays and Wednesdays. On
Tuesdays and Thursdays the
classes run from 7am - 10pm.
The recreational assistants

reported an increase in the
number of s tudents and fac
ulty that come to the new rec
reational center to workout or
shoot some hoops.
"I think more students come
to the gym bec ause the hours
are longer," Brown said.
The hours ofthe new gymare
Monday-Thursday: 6am-npm;
Friday: 6am-9pm; Saturday:
8am-5pm; and Sunday: lpm6pm. If you have any questions
about the gym, you can call the
front desk at (912) 921-5858
or stop by and talk to a stude
nt
worker.

Non-traditional Student Faces Challenges On Way To Fulfilling Promise
Travis Allen
Staff Writer

Luella Clark promised her
self that no matter how long it
took she would obtain her col
lege degree. She is on her way
to fulfilling her dream.
She usually arrives to class
early. She takes out her text
book, opens her notebook and
waits for class to begin.
The array of colors on por
tions of the text that have been
highlighted indicates she has
read ahead (as the teacher
suggested), unlike many of
her peers. After asking a fel
low student to clarify a difficult

homework question she says, half the student population at
"I'm just not good at science." Armstrong.
Though the class is a bit dif
According to the AASU
ficult for her, she will not quit. website, Fall 2005 statistics
Quitting would mean going showed that 42.3% of all en
back on a promise she made rolled students were ages 25
to herself many years ago—a and above, with the average
promise she made after get undergraduate age being 26.
ting married and beginning a
Clark said that one ofthe big
gest challenges nontraditional
family.
Clark, a general studies students faceis balancing their
major, is one of many stu studies while trying to main
dents on the AASU c ampus tain a job.
Most of them enroll in one to
known as a "non-traditional."
Nontraditional students, gen three classes per semester, and
erally classified as adults at only afew receive financial aid.
least 25 years old with a fam Clark usually takes two classes
ily and/or job, make up nearly each semester, but she decided

to take three this fall.
Like most non-traditional
students, Clark usuallyattends
night and weekend classes
while working during the day.
However, this term has been a
major transition for Clark.
"I had to switch jobs this se
mester because the university
is not offering many night and
weekend classes now," Clark
said. She is now enrolled in
day classes.
Frustrated, she talked about
the decrease in the number of
night and weekend classes that
are being offered.
"It seems that since the

new dorms have been built,
more day classes are being of
fered to suit the needs of the
younger students, while [nontraditional students] are being
overlooked." Clark said.
Despite the recent transitions
she has been for ced to make.
Clark is more determined than
ever to fulfill her promise.
Although there may be other
sacrifices to make and man)
more challenging classes
ahead, Clark's spirit is no1
dampened.
"I know it's hard work, but
it's exciting," she said with a
smile.
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Savannah-Chatham Police Department Has Hands
Full with Increased Robberies In Savannah
Katharine Phipps

Staff Writer
An increase in the number
of robberies in Savannah, left
citizens wondering what ac
tions the police are taking to
prevent crime as well as the
kinds of effects the crimes
have on students, faculty, staff
and the local community.
On Sunday, August 6, three
robberies occurred near the
Forsyth Park area within two
hours of midnight. A month
after the attacks, newlyweds
Craig and Cathy Palumbo
said the recent robberies

have heightened their aware
ness during their usual Sat
urday stroll through the park
with their 140-pound Saint
Bernard, Max.
"I'm more cautious and more
aware of mysurroundings now.
I'd feel uncomfortable coming
to the park without my husband
now," Mrs. Palumbo said.
Another dog owner agrees:
"It's depressing that you can't
take your dog out to play with
out worrying about someone
mugging you," Savannah resi
dent Ann Howard said.
There has also been a sub
stantial amount of commercial

robberies in the Savannah area
this summer, include a Hardee's
on Mall Blvd., a Food Mart on
Montgomery Crossroads and
a Papa John's deliverer off of
White Bluff Rd.
"It's frightening to hear of
all the crime and robberies that
occur in Savannah, especially
around the campus where many
of the students live," senior Tamara Jue said. "It's difficult for
students to go out for a fun eve
ning around town without hav
ing to look over your shoulder
constantly."
So what actions are the police
taking to provide stronger secu

Chilean Students Answer Their President's Call
for Education Reform by Attending AASU
Casey Welsh

Staff Writer
Four students from the
University of La Serena, Chile
answer their President's call
for education reform by at
tending Armstrong Atlantic
State University for the fall
2006 semester.
Michelle Bachelet, the first
female President of Chile, took
office in 2006 and called for
an action plan on education
which included increasing
English proficiency through
out Chile. This action plan
included sending students
studying to be English teach
ers at Chilean Universities to
English speaking countries to
study abroad.
The government provides
scholarships for these students

in the form of airfare, insur
balization. The students take
ance and a $700 monthly al
classes in English, teaching
lowance. Bachalet's education
methodology and computers as
initiatives were part of her 36a part of their study abroad trip.
point action plan for the first
They will also be visiting local
100 days of her term.
schools and exploring Savan
Milena Arqueros, Silvana
nah to learn about American
Marin, Hugo Arancivia and
culture.
Pablo Ponce are 4 of the 34
Students participating in the
Chilean students who an
Chilean study abroad program
swered Bachalet's call for
this semester attend schools in
education reform. They trav
the United States, Great Brit
eled to Savannah in August
ain and Canada. Armstrong
to attend Armstrong for the
is one of the six universities
fall semester. These are the
in the United States where
first students to study abroad
these students currently study.
in the United States during
Oklahoma University, Norman
the forty years of the English
Campus, Millersville University
program at the University of
of Pennsylvania, University of
La Serena.
North Carolina at Wilmington,
Bachelet's initiative to im
Utah State University and the
prove English proficiency in
University of Montana also
Chile is an effort to prepare
currently house Chilean study
the country for further glo
abroad students.

Door Prizes!

Door Prizes!

rity around our community?
"Our job is to better the
quality of life in Savannah.
Police are working vigilantly
to make our city a safer place
to live," CivilAffairs officer An
thony Fulton said. "We have
devised a department called
Robbery Intervention Detail
in which undercover cops are
suppressing and identifying
hot spots and focusing on
the southside and other areas
where violent crime has oc
curred. Our goal is to detect
and deter criminals."

Department websitehas listed
a number of crime prevention
tips for the public's safety such
as: "avoiding walking or run
ning alone at night, instead
go walking or jogging with a
friend"; "always walk in welllighted areas and neverdisplay
or 'flash' your cash, especially
when leaving an ATM."
For these and more safety
tips to help prevent pos
sible attacks, refer to the
Savannah Police website at
www.ci.savannah.ga.us

The Savannah-Chatham Police

CAMPUS BRIEFS
•
University Relations recently appointed Ana
Marie Edwards as the new Director of Admissions.
Edwards worked for 14 years in the Office of Enroll
ment Management and the Office of the Registrar
at Georgia College and State University.
University Relations recently appointed of
Stephanie Whaley, a native of Beulaville, NC, as the
new Director of Recruitment.

Whaley graduated

from Brewton-Parker College, where she worked as
an admissions counselor before being promoted to
Director of Admissions and Recruitment.
•
The Armstrong Center Grand Opening takes
place on September 22 at 11 am. For more infor
mation regarding the Armstrong Center please con
tact Bob DiBella, Director, at 912.927-5215 or Pete
Mastopoulos, Assistant Director, at 912.961-3239.

Door Prizes!

Learn how to be

Attend a 30 minute info session on
Making it on a College Budget!
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Soccer Team Keeps on
Keepin' on
sailed well over goalkeeper
Samantha
Held's head and
Staff Writer
out of play. In the minute
The Lady Pirates soccer 67 the Lady Pirates earned
team returned from Due West, a free kick from just outside
South Carolina victorious over the penalty box. Shana
Erskine.
Neves was able to bend the
They were dominant early on ball around the Erskine wall
the match. Jamie Craine sailed and into the goal stretching
a 30 yard shot past Erskine Armstrong's lead up to 3goalkeeper Katy Jackson to o. Donna Cheyne finished
score the first goal 24 minutes off the scoring for the Lady
into the game. After Kristin
Pirates as she
Burton's shot
put a shot
"We are a very good past Erskine's
was averted,
attacking. We can b a c k - u p
Amaka Ofua
ni was able
get offensive pro goalkeeper to
to score an
duction from several make the final
other goal for
score 4-0.
different players,
Armstrong.
The
"We are a
Pirates' record
so we are confident
very good at
that we can put the i m p r o v e s
tacking team.
to 3-1. The
ball in the net atany next match is
We can get
offensive
time." Said Coach against fellow
production
Peach Belt
Faulcoer
from
sev
Conference
eral different
members
players, so we are confident Lander on September 9
that we can put the ball in the at 7:00 pm. "It's our first
net at any time," said Coach conference game of the year,
Eric Faul.coer.
so it is important to get off
Erskine attempted to mount to a good start. Lander will
a comeback early in the second be tough at home, so we'd
half, but could not find their better be ready to play from
aim as a shot from Kasie Sears the whistle," said Faulcoer.
Brittani Byers

CHAD JACKSON|Special to The Inkwell

Lyndsi Stricklen #12 and Donna Cheyne # 2 smile wiith excitment over the victory.

Soccer's Dramatic Home-Opener
Francisco Resto

Staff Writer
The AASU's Women's Soc
cer Team was looking to build
upon an impressive road win
earlier in the week with their
first home game against Pres
byterian College.
. Presbyterian provided tough
match for the local girls and
looked sharp in the opening
minutes. It was Armstrong,
however, who opened the scor
ing when a well-timed through
pass unleashed striker Kristin
Burton who slotted the ball in
the minute 26. Only afew min
utes after, however, Presbyte
rian's Lylle Cannon responded
with a firm close-range strike
to tie the match. Just before
the end of the half, the visitors
found themselves ahead when
Claire Joyce scored a goal off a
low shot at the edge of the box
just beat Armstrong keeper
Samantha Held.
The second half took off at
a more energetic pace with
the Armstrong girls looking
anxious to even the score.
However, at only five minutes
into the half Millie Green ex
tended Presbyterian's lead,
culminating a fine combina
tion play in Armstrong's box.
Not to be intimidated by the
grim 3-1 score line Armstrong
continued to apply pressure. It

paid off in minute 55 when cap girls improved considerably in
tain Donna Cheyne intercepted the second half, passing and
a pass in the midfield and set attacking with more intensity,
up forward Amaka Ofuani for clarity and purpose. Perhaps
a clean finish. Shortly after the urgency of being behind
wards, a dangerous long ball brought out the character and
curled in and was pounced on determination of t he team. As
by Burton, whose volley tied head coach Eric Falcouner said,
the match at three all. But "It was a gutsy performance.
Armstrong wasn't satisfied We dug ourselves in a hole in
with the draw, as evidenced hy the first half, but were able to
Lyndsi Stricklen's run past her put our chances away in the
defender and game-winning second."
goal in the minute 69. 4-3 was
the final score.
AASU'S team played well: On
a tactical level, the aggressive
4-3-3 system worked, and al
though it sacrificed possession
and the initiative at times it lent
itself to quick and dangerous
counterattacks. This is an ap
propriate strategy, considering
the abundance of talented at
tacking players on the squad.
In addition to being a tacti
cal success, the girls can also
draw many positives from
individual performances. Bur
ton, for instance, was superb
A job at Chick-fil-A is more than just a job. It's a stepping
and continues to demonstrate
her scoring prowess. Donna
to a successful future in the world of business.
Cheyne's solid distribution
and tackling in the second half
We offer the following great benefits:
were key to the team's come
• Flexible Hours
back, and goalkeeper Samantha
Contact timothy Connelly
Held—despite receiving three
• College Scholarships
goals—made several vital saves
Chick-fil-A on Abercorn
• Closed Sundays
including a decisive stop late in
the second half. Collectively,the
(In front of Home Depot and

Wt BOTtl

M Qtl/dN

Lowes, Savannah)

The FichTank is calling.

r

stone

• Competitive Pay
• Friendly Place to Work

Free sandwich
with purchase of a Chick-fil-A combo
, Inc. Coupon not valid with any other offer. Coupon not for sale. One coupon per person per visit. Closed |
Sundays. Chick-f3-A and C Stylized & Design a re registered trademarks of CFA Properties, Inc

Redeemable at: Chick-fil-A at Abercorn (In front of Home Depot
and Lowes, Savannah)

Visit www.moleculation.com

Please use by: 10/31/2006
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College
Gridiron
Begins
Reese Goldman

Sports Columnist

CHAD JACKSONj Special to The Inkwell

Volleyball players gear up for another exciting season.

Pirates Volleyball:
Ready for the Season?
Michael Martin

Staff Writer
Jenni Holste, Assistant Coach
volleyball coach to Alan Segal,
said the team did not do as well
as she had hoped at the Grand
Canyon Cactus Classic in Pheonix, Arizonza.
Holste and the team had
wanted to go 9-2, but with a 47 record "we didn't play as well
as we had hoped," she said.
One of the factors could have
been the team's rigorous travel
schedule. Over the course of a
twelve days the team traveled

cross-country six times to states
such as California, Colorado
and Arizona.
The team has also imple
mented a new defensive
strategy. According to Holste,
the defense puts a little more
distance between the players
and the net which allows them
to read and react better to the
offensive strategies of opposing
team. The new defense, called
"read and react," is more ef
ficient but takes some getting
used to after using a rotating
one for so long.
"We're running a new type of

defense so that's causing some
confusion," said Holste, the
three year assistant coach.
Although the team has had to
make adjustments and is still
adapting to a new playing
strategy they still look good for
the upcoming season which be
gins September 15 at Augusta
State.
This season the Pirates have
only two new players—Gwen
dolyn Clarke andNicole Yates—
and eight returning seniors.
"We have amazing players
with such talent," said Holste Stacia McCoy serves a
about this season's line up.
win.

Armstrong Atlantic State University Sports Schedule
WOMEN'S SOCCER
Saturday Sept. 16 vs. North Georgia @ 4pm
Wednesday Sept. 20 vs. Columbus State @ 4pm

VOLLEYBALL
Friday Sept.15 @ Augusta State
Saturday Sept.16 @ USC Aiken

7pm
4pm

This past weekend was the
opening of what many sports
fan have been waiting for all
year: college football. Many
fans' favorite teams went on
to the field to face their first
opponents of t he year. A few
marquis match-ups had every
fan fervently watching their tele
visions. Some of the big games
over the past week were Florida
State Seminoles (n) vs. Miami
(FL) Hurricanes (12). The grid
iron match-up in Florida was
not a disappointment as these
two teams wereevenly matched.
Both defenses were exceptional
at shutting down each other's
running game. Florida State
tallied 1 yard, whereas Miami
totaled 2 rushing yards. Florida
State edged out Miami 13-10 in
the end as Florida State kicked
in two field goals to top Miami's
lone field goal.
The big upset of t he week
end was the battle between
the California Golden Bears
(9) vs. Tennessee Volunteers
(23). Tennessee overpowered
California in every aspect ol
the game. From the first quar
ter Tennessee took control.
Tennessee's quarterback, Erik
Ainge, had a phenomenal game
going 11/18 with 291 yards, 4
touchdowns and 1 turnover.
Ainge targeted Robert Meachem
who completed 5 receptions for
182 yards—the longest being
80 yards—and 2 touchdowns.
California's surge late in the
second half was not enough
to overcome Tennessee's lead.
The final score was Volunteers
35, Golden Bears 18.
The game that had Georgia
residents clinging to theedge of
their seats was the Georgia Tech
Yellow Jackets vs. Notre Dame
Fighting Irish (2). Notre Dame
was favored to win against the
Yellow Jackets, butfrom the be
ginning of the game the Yellow
J ackets were shutting down the
Irish's offense. Georgia Tech
scored a touchdown in the first
quarter putting them inthe lead
7-0. The defense never let up
during the first half, finishing
10-7 in favor of Georgia T ech.
The difference was in the third
quarter as Notre Dame scored
the final blow, scoring their
second rushing touchdown.
Georgia Tech had several more
opportunities but could not
penetrate the Irish defense
that held on to their 4-point
lead. The final score was 14-10
Notre Dame.
Next weekend, for the first time
in years, the first place team and
the second place teamare going
to meet. Number one Ohio State
Buckeyes will play at number
two Texas Longhorns.
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Armstrong Atlantic's Gospel Extravaganza
Bisceglia Coleman
Staff Writer

As the doors opened for the
AASU Gospel program, seats
were e mpty but that didn't
stop AASU's Gospel Choir from
rocking t he house with their
angelic voices on September 9,
2006 in the Fine Arts Audito
rium. The AASU Gospel Choir
and the Office of M inority Af
fairs organized an uplifting
and spiritual showstopper for
AASU students and the com
munity. The choir is composed
of seven enormous voices who
performed three musical se
lections during the program.
The selection "At the Altar"
was lead by Arm strong's own,
Shallon William and Candace
Jackson.
The AASU Gospe l Choir's
guest included Billy Rivers and
the Angelic Voices from Mem
phis, Tennessee. The Angelic
Voices consist of 4 5 members
from various churches and
denominations'. Billy Rivers
and the Angelic Voices are a
huge part of th e gospel scene,
with an extensive resume. They
have worked with Vanessa Bell
Armstrong, Dottie Peoples,
Kirk Franklin, Bobby Jones
•and m ore. Their performance
of "Way Maker" moved the
crowd out of their seats and

SARAH LANCIA | Inkwell Photographer

Angelic Voices fill t he room.
stomping their feet. Their spirit also providing AASU students
and energy flowedfrom the be a positive outlet. Amber Knight,
ginning to end of the show .
a nursing student, who wasnot
After the show Amber Davis, in attendance was shocked that
a freshman at AASU, applauded there wasn't more than seven
the AASU Gospel Choir for not members singing-the Gospel
only a great performance, but Choir is recruiting. AASU stu

dents can lend their voices and
increase the number of m em
bers. For those who missed the
event, next time go and sup
port your fellow students and
worship at the same time. The
AASU Gospel Choir events are

posted on the AASU website, sc
stay tuned forfuture eventsand
rehearsals. For more informa
tion on the AASU Gospel Choii

contact Dr. Snowden, Director

of Minority Affairs.

Feel the Rhythm in your feet, hips and thighs
Graduate Assistant Michael a cultural fusion of African and much exercise [they do] when
McElveen, who works in thenew Latin American rhythms that [they] dance," but everyone
facility, said that, "Ourobjective has recently become a popular still enjoyed themselves. Ashley
Brown, an AASU student said,
is to provide a wide variety of art form.
"I like it. Dancing is an actual
I
visited
the
hip-hop
aerobics
classes to students to help them
improve not only their physical class recently, and apparently workout."
So, if you're one who wants
from noon until one pm on Frihealth,
to get rid of
but men Senior Graduate Assistant Michael McElveen said,
the seven
tal and
ties pelvic
"Our objecive is to provide a wide variety of classes
social
thrust and
health
to students to help them improve not only their physi learn to
as well."
tone
up
T h e s e cal health but mental and social health as well."
while
learn
two im
ing the most
portant
day afternoons the newexercise up-to-date moves, these could
focal points helpin anystudent's room is the hot spot—literally.
be the classesfor you.
well being,
The room felt like a sauna, but
Amiee Bourgeosis, Gradu ate things were just gettingstarted.
Assistant, is in chargeof recruit The vibrations of the latest
ing and hiringqualified instruc hip-hop and R&B artists—from
tors to execute these objectives. Kanye West to Jibbs—moved the
Two additions to the fitness crowd. Learning how to "Walk it
schedule are salsa/dance and Out," people were clapping and
hip-hop aerobics.
two stepping—a good combina
Imagine the scene from tion of hard work and fun,• Dr.
"Along Came Polly" when Jen Snowden grabs his knees and
nifer Aniston and Ben S tiller pops his behind as the other
were heating it up at the salsa participants in the class began
LUCIANA CARNEIRO |Inkwell Photographer
bar—that could be you. Damian to personalize each move that
Kima, salsa instructor, canstrut was demonstrated.
Hip Hop dance class students feel the beat.
you into shape. This class is for
With an enthusiastic instruc
all
levels,
and
participants
are
tor
such as Neva Trice the
catch
the
beat.
Ashley Mason
welcome
to
bring
partners,
workouts
are becoming very
This year atAASU, the new fit
Staff Writer
salsa
dancing
is
usually
for
popular.
While
huffing and puff
ness center came equipped with
The right music, move your. fitness classes for all students, couples, however, it can also be ing she reminded the class how
feet. The right rhythm, just faculty and staffto enjoy.Senior performed solo. Salsa music is much they "...didn't realize how
ERIK O'BRIENI P hoto Editor
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"Little Miss Sunshine" Breaks Through the Clouds Look
Jacqueline Lawrence
Staff Writer

"Little Miss Sunshine" shows
why being dysfunctional isactu
ally quite effective. It's a movie
with a lesson, and usually that
lesson can come off a s cliched
or contrived but "Little Miss
Sunshine" manages it with rich
characters and beautiful per
formances from the cast.
Sometimes its nuttiness
veers into the bizarre, but the
film manages to do so without
jeopardizing the integrity of
the characters; and "Little Miss
Sunshine" is full of t hem. The
out-spoken father, Richard
(Greg Kinnear), who is con
stantly spouting offlessons from
his nine-step "How to be aWin
ner" program (which, ironically,
is not doing very well), the rebel
son, Dwayne (Paul Dano), who
hates everyone and has taken a
page from Nietzsche's book and
committed to a vow of silence,
his pageant obsessed sister,

Olive (Abigail Breslin), sup
portive but sometimes manic
mother, Sheryl (Toni Collette),
profanity spewing, crack snort
ing Grandpa (Alan Arkin) and
Uncle Frank (Steve Carrell),
who managed to lose everything
except his lifeNbut not for lack
of trying.
Explaining the intricacies and
dynamics of this family is much
like trying to explain your own.
Richard is kind of a jerk; con
stantly going on and on about
"how to be a winner" and hold
ing his children up to these im
possible standards without fully
realizing the damage it causes.
At the core, however, he's a nice
guy trying to find success and a
good life for his family. Dwayne "Little Miss Sunshine"
hates everybody and one starts wants to kill himself. In fact, it
to wonder if his vowof silence is will not be until much later in
merely a clever way for him to the film when you realize that
avoid interaction with his fam Frank can act as the voice of
ily. Even so, one has to admire reasonNhowever sarcastic and
his determination, and he isalso caustic that voice is.
quite likable. Frank is remark
We often categorize movies
ably calm for someone who according to the emotion they

Calendar of Events

COURTESY GOOGLEIMAGES

evoke. "Little Miss "Sunshine"
is a movie that evokes life. Like
life, it is happy and sad, com
plicated and simple, absolutely
insane and yet it makes perfect
sense. It reminds us that even if
we are all alone, we're all alone
together.

Masquers Offer Stage to Student Writers
Amy Carter
Staff Writer
Have you ever written a jour

nal entry that deserves an audi
ence? Or does your preference
lie with more poetic or dramatic
scripts? Whatever your style,
the real question is "do you
have a talent for writing?" If
yes, the Masquers would like
to put your work on stage!
In January 2007, the Masqu
ers will be performing a fresh
compilation of monologues and
short scenes called "New Voic
es." This performance is part of

the theater troupe's seventieth
anniversary celebration. In the
past few years a similar collec
tion has been performed under
the name, "Women's Voices."
The Masquers decided to
change the program this year
to showcase the talent of AASU
students.
Pamela Sears said the theme
of the Masquers anniversary
this year is "celebrating the
past and celebrating the fu
ture." They are focusing on
finding fresh talent and en
couraging new playwrights to
get involved inn demonstration

of this theme. "New Voices" is
a great opportunity for talented
writers to earn a voice on the
stage of the Jenkins Black Box
Theater.
Students are encouraged to
submit one to three minute
monologues and three to five
minute scenes to be considered
for use in the spring produc
tion. Students do not have to be
a part of the theater program to
participate; this opportunity is
open to all AASU students and
there is no limit on the number
of entries allowed per student
Entries must be submitted in

the green folders labeled "New
Voices Submissions" byNov 15.
The folders are in the Jenkins
lobby. Please note that the Jen
kins' stage has limited space,
and set-ups for monologues
or scenes will be minimal and
casts created by writers should
not consist of more than one to
four people.
The Masquers will be directing
and performing several of these
submissions during the Janu
ary production of "NewVoices."
For additional information
please e-mail Samantha Noon
at SNoon85@gmail.com.

Crazy for Gucci, Or Just Plain Crazy?
Allison Johansen

snakeskin bag.
Gucci shoes are also popular,
yet
they don't yell, "this is Gu
The craze is taking over
cci,"
quite like a handbag. Gucci
America: has it got a hold on
shoes
are priced between $250
you? Are you crazy for Gucci?
for
a
flat-heeled
rubber boot
There are pictures of celebri
and
$1190 for a stunning
ties with Gucci this, Gucci that,
virtually everywhere. Gucci's knee-high leather boot with a
signature "G" is all over the sexy 4V4-inch heel. Into heels,
place: handbags, sunglasses ladies? Gucci heels range be
and clothes. All you know is that tween xa $440 3-inch heel to a
you've got to have it no matter $795 4 /4-inch heel made from
what the price. Unfortunately, ostrich claws.
If these items are too pricey,
Gucci is by no means affordable
perhaps
a pair of sunglasses will
for the average college student,
fill the void. Asmall rectangular
but if you save up for a couple
pair of Gucci sunglasses is only
of months you might be able to
$195. Compared to the hand
afford something.
bags
and shoes this is the less
The most classic and popu
expensive
way to go. The most
lar Gucci item is the handbag.
expensive
pair of Gucci sun
These gorgeous handbags
glasses
is
$410. For this price
range anywhere from $570 for
a small shoulder bag to a whop you can sport the new trend of
ping $4700 for a breathtaking rimless sunglasses.
Fashion Columnist

Okay, so what if you've saved
up for months and can finally
seal the deal; what do you do
next? Obviously, you need to
find boutiques that carry Gucci
items. Savannah has several
boutiques that can fulfill your
Gucci fantasies. The Stagg Shop
in the Oglethorpe Mall carries
Gucci hats as well as handbags
and accessories. At this shop
you can purchase an adorable
bucket hat that is covered with
signature G's for $280.
If you travel downtown, you
will find an even larger variety
of Gucci-selling boutiques.
Bodo, a trendy store down
town, was quoted in Savan
nah Magazine as having "the
styles and names... you read
about last week in Vogue and
InStyle." So, not only does this
boutique carry Gucci items,

but it also carries the newest
items Gucci has to offer. Other
boutiques such as Skylark and
Hilton Decker Nickie Grace also
carry Gucci. These boutiques
are known for their European
style and take pride in carrying
what originated in Florence,
Italy in 1921 by a man named
Guccio Gucci.
Savannah, of course, is
not New York City Nor even
Atlanta, but it does have its
possibilities. I promise.it'll be
worth it.

Wednesday, Sept 20
"The Swingin' Medal
lions Live!!" An O.C.
Welch presentation, which
will Benefit Leukemia
Lymphoma. Come out,
support the cause, and
get down to classic tunes
as only oldie lovers can.
The concert is free but
donations are recommend.
8pm The Civic Center,
301 West Oglethoipe Ave.
www.savannahcivie.com
Thursday, Sept 21
"The Play's The Thing."
The AASU Masquers
presentation by Hungarian
playwright Ferenc Molnar.
7:30pm $8AASU Jen
kins Black Box Theatre.
Through September 23.
912.927.5381
Friday, Sept 22
"Ocean Film Festival."
Presented by NOAA.
Films can be viewed at
the Trustees Theatre on
Broughton Street Down
town. Films include: "A
Life Among Whales,"
"Darwin's Nightmare,"
and "Sea Monsters: Search
for the Giant Squid" which
will feature National
Geographic photographers
lecturing on underwa
ter exploration through
film. Through September
24. Day programs run
10am-5pm. Night pro
grams at 7pm. FREE.
216 E. Broughton St.
912.598.2345
Saturday, Sept 23
Oatland Island Medieval
Festival. Food, music, arts,
and crafts are available for
all ages. 10-5 $5 for gener
al public, $2 for members,
and free for children 4 and
under. 711 Sandtown Rd.,
Savannah. 912.898.3980.w
ww.oatlandisland.org.
Sunday, Sept 24
The Savannah Jazz Fes
tival is celebrating its
25th Anniversary. Local,
national, and international
talent will be comprise
a stellar jazz line-up.
Through October 1. www.s
avannahjazzfestival.org
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Entertainment for the Impoverished
The Medieval Festival Returns to Oatland Island for its third Year
Erin Christian
Entertainment Columnist

The Friends of Oatland (FOO)
and the So ciety for Creative
Anachronism (SCA) have
joined f orces for the third
consecutive y ear to present
the Medieval Festival on Sep
tember 23. Lasting from 10
am until 5 p m, the Medieval
Festival will have r e-enactors
from the SCA's Shire of Forth
Castle that will d emonstrate
an assortment of skills as well
as period fighting techniques
including crossbow, sword
fighting and a1700 lb catapult.
There will also be games and
activities specifically geared
toward young children includ
ing pony ride s, face painting
and crafts. Concessions, in
cluding smo ked turkey legs,
will be sold and admission is
$5 per person over the age of
4. Children 4 and under are
admitted free of charge.
The Society for Creative
Anachronism is an interna
tional, non-profit educational
organization that began in
1966 and devoted to the study

of pre-i7th c. Western culture.
The "Knowne World" of the
SCA consists of 19 kingdoms,
with over 30,000 members
residing in countries around
the globe. The local division
of the SCA is the Shire of Forth
Castle, and it includes the cit
ies of Savannah, Hinesville,
Pooler, Springfield, Rincon,
Pembroke, Richmond Hill and
Brooklet in the state of Geor
gia. SCA members recreate the
arts and skills of the Western
European High Middle Ages
with some exploration into the
Middle East and the interaction
between Europe and Asia dur
ing that time period. Some of
the arts and skills practiced by
SCA m embers include dance,
calligraphy, martial arts,
cooking, brewing, metalwork,
stained glass, costuming and
literature. Anyone interested
in Medieval re-enacting is en
couraged to join the SCA and
to contact the local Seneschal
Lord Chinua Qadanjin (Darren
Newton) before 9 pm at (912)
927-0693. For more SCA in
formation, you can also visit
the main SCA website at http:/

/www.sca.org/sca-intro.html,
or our localShire's site at http:
//forthcastle.org/.
Friends of Oatland is a
501(0)3 non-profit organiza
tion whose mission is to raise
awareness of Oatland Island
Education Center and to pro
vide physical and financial
support for Oatland's projects.
Presently, FOO is working to
raise funds for a drastically
needed Animal Rehabilita
tion, Surgery and Recovery
Area. This facility will be used
for Oatland's animal collectiqn
as well as for injured wildlife.
Proceeds from the Third An
nual Medieval Festival will go
toward that goal.
Comcast, Old Savannah
Tours, Savannah Art Works,
Southern LNG, The Mer
cury Lounge, AAction Air
and Gulfstream are sponsor
ing the festival this year. For
more information about FOO
call (912) 897-3060, and
for more information about
the Medieval Festival visit
Oatland Island's web site at
www.oatlandisland.org or
call (912) 898-3980.

The Resident Tourist
Get to a Higher Place at the Hostel in the Forest
Lindsey Estepp
Travel columnist

What are
you thank
ful for? At
the hostel
in the for
est, this is
a question
you will
have to
consider.
Every night before a commu
nal dinner, fellow hostellers
join hands to express thanks
for whatever they deem wor
thy. After a day at the hostel,
it shouldn't be hard to find
something to appreciate. No
TVs, no cell phones, no traf
fic, j ust a serene setting to
find inner peace or commune
with nature. Oh, and you get
to sleep in a tree house!
The hostel has 8 tree houses
on its property to help you
reach a higher place. The tree
houses aren't as primitive as
the stick and mud ones you
built with your childhood
buddies though, most of
them actually have electricity
and screen windows to keep
the bugs out; but be warned,
you won 't find a traditional
bathroom. The hostel uses
compost toilets to cut back on
water waste. Think outhouse
and you're getting pretty close.

Showering at
the hostel is
also a unique
experience.
The showers
are outside and
far from pri
vate, so ifyou're
too shy to bare
all, a swim in
the lake may
have to do for
you. The lake
at the hostel is
stocked with a
dock and sev
eral canoes for
your rowing
pleasure.
The hostel
in the forest
began in 1975,
and still holds
true to their
mission, which
is to offer a
road to get to your tree house.
center which promotes and
Expect to take a little drive
teaches environmental sus- to get to Brunswick, about 1 V2
tainability, while also serving hours, but you'll feellike you're
as a spiritual retreat, and hostel in a different world; a slower,
for international and domestic barefoot, laid back worldwhere
travelers. Unlike some hostels you just might learn to relax a
that are meant to offer shelter little.
to travelers, the hostel in the
The hostel in the forest re
forest is often sought out as a quires reservations and costs
travel destination. It's tucked $20 a night per person. If you
away on 111acres in Brunswick, want to experience the wonders
Georgia. In fact, it's so tucked of the woods, visittheir website
away that you have totake adirt at www.hostelintheforest.com.

SEPTEMBER 22 , 2006 NOON
UNIVERSITY HALL 15 6
PIZZA AND DRINKS PROVIDED
DONATIONS R EQUESTED

DISCUSSION PANEL FOR THE C ONSTANT GARDNER
SEPTEMBER 26 , 2006 NOON
UNIVERSITY HALL 156
HOSTED BY PI GAMMA MU AND THE POLITICAL SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION

Personal Counseling Services
2006 Fall Semester Seminars
Test Anxiety
October 4,2006

Presenter: Julianna Williams, NCC, L PC
The Group
people who are interested in becoming more
assertive and want to feel more comfortable
around others. If this sounds like you then contact
Julianna Williams to make an appointment. Group
will meet on a monthly basis starting in September.
Time will be 3:30 to 5:00 pm. Days TBA.

Counseling Services Office, Compass Point
7000 Building, First Floor
912.927.5374
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Letter to the Editor
tion. After researching via
this website, I have concluded
I am writing in regards to The that while Armstrong is doing
Inkwell's recent coverage of well in comparison with other
universities, even one crime on
campus related crimes.
Over the past year, four campus is too many.
According to the 2005 Of
people I am either related
to or friends with have been ficial Savannah Police Depart
mugged in Savannah. Of these ment publication: "Final 2005
crimes, two were commited on Neighborhood Stats," which
reports all crime throughout
campus.
This past March my sixteen Savannah the Southside of
year old brother was mugged Savannah is an equally dan
downtown at gun point. He gerous area of S avannah. Of
had befin a few paces behind the 1,245 combined homi
three friends entering a house cides, rapes, robberies, and
when a man grabbed him from aggravated assaults that took
behind, brandished a gun in place in Savannah in 2005,
his face, and took his wal 228 occured in the Southside
let. Aside from spinning him precinct. That is roughly 18%
around, the assailant did not of the total of six precincts.
physically harm my brother.
This year it appears that
Three weeks ago, a friend of crime is elevated even from
mine wasat a midtown gas sta last year.
I would like to applaud
tion. As she entered her car,
a man ran up behind her and The Inkwell for its coverage
hit her in the back of the head. of c rime on campus. I think
She turned to facethe man and it's about time that the student
he punched her several times newspaper began running the
in the face. He took her keys, stories the campus officials
but continued to attack her. would rather warn us about
Fortunately she managed to quietly.
I hope it is the first in the
fight the man off. The gas sta
tion was full of p eople stand step of students being re
ing around watching her be sponsible for their safety. No
Dear Editor,

attacked.

A few months ago, a friend
of m ine was walking on cam
pus near the tennis courts
toward his car. A man ran up
to him, pulled a gun out and
threatened to shoot my friend
unless he gave the thief every
thing he had at the time. My
friend gave the man his wallet
and the man was picked up by
a car that drove up.
I also knew the man whose
story wasfeatured on the front
page of last week's edition.
Crimes on campus are an
obvious problem that stu
dents throughout the country
are dealing with. Armstrong
is no exception as a smaller
school.
I strongly encourage
students to visit ope.ed.gov/
security for a report on cam
pus crime in post-secondary
schools throughout the na

AN ARMY OF O NE'
The Army ROTC Leader's Training Course is a paid 4-week summer experience that
jumpstarts your career as an Army Officer and teaches you leadership skills along the way.

ENROLL IN ARMY ROTC
BECOME m ARMY QFFIStH

matter how hard the campus

police, security patrollers, and
Savannah Police Department
try to protect students, crime
is present. We must all take
action to protect ourselves by
being aware and ready for as
sault. Taking every necessary
precaution is not overkill, it
keeps people from getting
killed.
I asked my friend who was
mugged at gunpoint what he
thought about my friend who
fought off her assailant. He
told me he thought it was best
to just hand over what an at
tacker wanted, but then he also
asserted that he wasn't physi
cally attacked. Whatever the
situation, use your head and
think clearly.
Sincerely,
Beatrix Lockheart

For more information, contact COL Jim Handley at 912-921-5520 or handleja@mail.armstrong.edu or MSG Ken
Jones at 912-921-7386, joneken@mail.armstrong.edu, or CPT Ron Cohen at 1-800-334-RQTC.

What is an Editorial Exactly?
Tara Gergacs
Editor-in-Chief

What is
an edito
rial? An
editorial is
a written
article that
allows a
writer to
express his
or her opinion about a certain
issue; what he orshe has heard
or has seen. An editorial is
placed toward the back of the
newspaper because it is not a
factual news story. A reader

will u sually find an argument
behind an editorial, with which
they may agree or disagree.
In my editorial titled "How
Safe Are Our Dorms?" in the
August 31 edition of "The Ink
well" I said, "I heard that a stu
dent was held at gunpoint and
mugged last week while getting
into his car at Compass Point."
First of all, I said I heard that
this happened. I had no factual
information behind this, such
as information from Univer
sity Police or the students that
told me about this incident. It
was strictly something I heard
from another student. After

hearing about this incident,
"The Inkwell" decided to in
vestigate further and found
out the true story, which has
been printed on the front page
of the September 7 edition of
"The Inkwell."
If you disagree or agree with
an editorial, please make it a
point to let us know by writing
a letter to the editor. Please
remember that editorials and
opinion columns will not al
ways befactual information be
cause it isa writtenargument or
expression that a writer wants
to get out to the public.

WITH A
E-mail

.armstrong.edu.
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The Youth and Beauty
Classifieds
Brigade: On What's Goin' On Attention Students! Looking to sell or buy books, clothes, cars and more? Have you recently
Kevin Daiss
Humor Columnist

There's a
lot of stuff
g o i n g
on right
about now
(funk soul
brother).
The fifth anniversary of 9/11 is
coming up, and will have hap
pened by the time you read this.
That sucks, I guess. I wouldn't
know too much about it though,
because aside from the neverending promotions for the
OH S O COINCIDENTALLY
timed r elease of "United 93"
on dvd and the new docu
mentaries ai ring only on one
or two channels that I only
watch on accident there is a
much more important piece of
news developing in our world.
Suri Cruise has been unveiled.
Like a n ew car from Chrysler
or a different kind of crunch
berry in my cereal she has been
foisted upon us—the general
uncaring public—by just about
every media outlet imaginable
(yes, even the playboy channel,
which by the way, wasREALLY
CREEPY).
This baby is the biggest news

of l ate, which is strange be
cause, well, it looks like a baby.
I would have been happier had
she been in possession of laservision or at least some horribly
disfiguring facial feature. I still
hold out hope for asuperfluous
third nipple SOMEWHERE on
that freak-baby.
Tom Cruise—who has n't just
recently gone nuts—and Katie
"that hot Dawson's Creek girl"
Holmes have managed to make
a complete media spectacle of
the mo st intimate portion of
their lives together (which, I'm
betting, on ly lasts 18 months
anyway). But hey, that's Hol
lywood for you. What's new?
Well, nothing, actually. Holly

wood stars with lagging fame
and really crappy films often
resort to such antics as"Scien
tology and "love" and "preg
nancy with a child" to keep
themselves in the spotlight.
Which brings me to my next
POINT: why no one really
cares about the fifth anniver
sary of the terrorist attacks on
September 11. No one cares
because they don't represent
anything worthwhile to cel
ebrate.
The attacks on 9/11 represent
the basest form of complete
human egotistical bull that hu
mans have ever experiencednext to, ofcourse, the scientific
revolution. But really, there is
nothing redeeming about what
happened on that day. It's
like the Kennedy assassina
tion, except that the movies
involved with this incident all
pretty much suck. Now, we
WOULD be subject to lots of
terrible A&E do cumentaries
on the subject...except that
everyone is too preoccupied
with Suri Cruise and the fact
that she has a lot of hair.
How did we celebrate the
fifth anniversary of the attack
on Pearl Harbor? By winning

a war, that's how, bitches.
And that time will forever
represent a time in American
history when America kicked
a lot of ass. How do we cel
ebrate the fifth anniversary
of the largest loss of life on
American soil now? Well, we
obsess over an ugly baby and
watch a kind of crappy Oliver
Stone film. Oh, and we get
involved in the "war on ter
rorism" which is worse than
the "war on drugs" because at
least with the "war on drugs"
we know which countries to
burn to the ground to fix the
problem.
Let's face it, guys and gals,
America sucks. God bless it.

discovered your roommates are still stealing your beer money and need to find a new living
situation? Look no further than placing classifieds in the Inkwell. Members of AASU faculty,
students, and staff may place classifieds for FREE in the Inkwell. The classifieds are limited to
no more than 50 words and may contain no profanity. Other than that, this area is free game!
Email Inkwell@mail.armstrong.edu, Attn: Teresa to have your classified placed!

Help Wanted
Chick-fil-A on Abercorn is
hiring students for full and
part time positions.
Day
and evening shifts available.
Scholarships, free
meals,
work with other AASU stu
dents! Stop by and fill out
application or call Susan at
844-1057.

Roommate needed for a
three-bedroom apartment in
Georgetown; private bath
room, washer/dryer in unit,
dishwasher, microwave, refrig, $340/month + utilities.
Room available in Sep 15.
Call 912-659-5125 for infor
mation or email to ab6505@
students.armstrong.edu

For Sale

MITSUBISHI
MIRAGE
2001 2 Dr. Coupe, 5 speed,
Cold AC, PW, 112k highway
miles, Clean, Fun Great Run
ning Car. 912 598-3954

Miscellaneous

For Rent White Bluff/
Yard Work, $15/hr, 2 hours Windsor Road close to
twice a month, flexible hours, AASU, share condo, own
925-4728
bathroom,
with
W/D.
$300/month + half internet,
Now Hiring! The Inkwell is cable, and electric. I'm 27
now hiring staff writers and male, either M/F, quiet dur
photographers. If you are in ing the week, like to go out
terested, but need more info, weekends. Non-smoker in
stop by the Inkwell' office side, no pets. Clean, quiet,
located in MCC Rm 202 on lease VERY negotiable,
Mondays at noon to receive available Oct 1 Geoff: gmore info and speak with an riehl@hotmail.com
editor about writing or doing
photography for your student Vacant Apartment one bed
news paper!
room, bath, kitchen, refrig,
stove, all utilities included,
close to AASU and St.
Living
Joseph's, private entrance,
$600 month, call 925-4728

Laughter and Fun! Visit
moleculation.com to find true
happiness and good karma.
See Germy and his friends in
their adventures through the
non magical land of the Fich
Tank. A truly spectacular ar
ray of flash animation!
Visit
www.myspace.com/
aheroinhistoiy to experi
ence one of the best musical
groups out there.
Experienced
Musician
available to teach private or
group clarinet lessons of any
level. Email ad9701@stude

The Inkwell
TV/":.•'

Editor in Chief

-'"T"

Tara Gergac.s

A&E: Mario Incorvaia
Student Activities

News I Alitor
Angela Mensing

A & !•". editor

•The Inkwell is published and distributed weekly each semester,
are avaiU •
•
a
= -a - i t . , , •

i'ria Abraham

WANTED:
Writers

•The opinions expressed by the students of AASU may not he

Photo Editor
Krik O'Brien

AASU.

•

Advertising Editor
Teresa Lynch
Adviser
Tony Morris

Co-Adviser
Printer
Judd Publishing
.Macon. OA
11935

•The Inkwell welcomes letters and comments from readers provided
signed with a telephone number and SSN included for verification
•
.
•The Inkwell welcomes public service announcements, press
the

Leigh Rich

lnkwell@mail.armstrong.edu

or content.

Cop> Editor
Kevin l)ai ".s

'i.Street

Savannah, GA 31410
(912) 927-5351

a of the c

• Photographs are not guaranteed to he returned after publication. The
Inkwell will attempt to return photographs, but please make copies
before submission.
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IN THE EVENT OF A
CAMPUS EMERGENCY,
WOULD YOU KNOW WHAT
TO D O?

SEPT 20TH
PHI ALPHA DELTA
$$ MEAL DEALS
11:30-2:30
MCC
SHEAROUSE PLAZA

wants 10'J to
Zrsow exactly wfiat to do!
ni AST. AASU's smsrgfinry nornmunicadon system, wil serin vtfll
messages directly to designated emergency phone arid em s'! in the
ft vent of s campus dlsmptlnn.
This phone can be yojr cull phono, your home phore, your neighbor s
phone, cr any pcone numher that you designate as your emergency
contact pff.nn.
BLAST wit go live Fr day September 15.
But blast needs your designated emergency phooe number,
Ffcaso go to httpvycove.arni6tr011g.edu to update your

ooMast information arrytims between Friday, Septamtar 16
and Wednesday, Sefrtember 20.

SEPT 21 ST

PHI ALPHA DELTA LAW FRATERNITY. GUEST
SPEAKER: BILL DANIEL "HOW TO USE YOUR
LAW DEGREE IN THE CORPORATE WORLD."
UH 156 6-8 PM.

Free Food
Extra Cash
Flexible Hours

SEPT 28TH

PHI ALPHA DELTA LAW SCHOOL APPITUDE
TEST (LSAT) TUTORIAL AND PIZZA SOCIAL
$3.00 NON-MEMBERS
6 - 8 PM UH 156

Campus Dining
is now hiring for part-time positions available in

Starbucks, Quiznos, the Dining Hall & Catering.

Interested??? Stop by the Dining
Hall office with your class schedule.

